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Wines like balance, consistency and quiet environment.

Avoid vibrations, excess humidity, strong lights, as much as 

possible. 

The cork allows a wine to breathe, it ages and evolves slowly 

through its contact with the ambient air.  

If the air in the wine cellar is too dry, the cork will dry out and 

shrink. The wine will leak out or turn into vinegar. 

If there is too much moisture in the wine cellar, mold could appear 

on the tag, the bottle will be damaged, the moisture could drip 

around the cork, which could oxidize the wine or even turn it into 

vinegar.  

Pay attention to these problems: moisture, dryness, vibrations and 

temperatures.  

Wines do not like changes in temperatures.

The ideal temperature for a wine cellar is about 55° F (13° C).

To replicate ancient storage conditions, you may choose to get a 

wine cabinet or to add some river pebbles that help to keep 

moisture. 

The wine cellar must be well ventilated, in order to prevent mold 

and foul odors. 

Avoid using strong lights to counter a common phenomenon 

known as “the taste of light”, which gives wine a bad taste. 

CHEF TIPS

o River pebbles have water 
memory and are able to keep 
some humidity. 

PROPER STORING CONDITIONS IN A WINE CELLAR
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When you are putting together your wine cellar, you need to structure it according to the events the wines will be 

used for, but also and foremost, according to your own tastes. 

Think about the dishes you will serve to your guests and which wines go well with those.  

THE PRINCIPLES OF CREATING A WINE CELLAR
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When you have friends over to celebrate and have a good time, sparkling wines come to mind.

But there are several types of sparkling wines.

The “blanc de blanc” champagne is made exclusively with white grapes, like the Chardonnay variety, for 

example.

Its texture is very soft and amenable.

It is ideal for an aperitif. 

The “blanc de noir” champagne is made exclusively with black grapes, like the pinot noir or the pinot meunier 

varieties, which are more powerful, more intense.

This sparkling wine is more compelling.   

A crémant wine is a blanc de blanc which has a chalkier and saltier taste. 

A sparkling wine like a sparkling muscat is more amenable and simpler, it conveys a more casual celebration 

setting.  

It is perfect to accompany desserts or cheeses.

You can also find some naturally sparkling which were not fermented twice.

These wines are delicious and amenable. 

CELEBRATION WINES: SPARKLING WINES
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Among the key wines you should have in your wine cellar, you should definitely include some white wines.

There are different types of white wines. 

A Muscadet, which has salty and mineral flavors, will showcase extraordinarily any type of fish and seafood 

product.

A Bourgogne will accompany magnificently any type of firm-fleshed poultry or fish because it has a touch of 

woody tones and it balances freshness, smoothness and toasted notes. 

A white wine that is not too sweet, like a Pinot Gris or an Alsatian Riesling, will go very well with foie gras. 

Lastly, a wine from the Roussillon region is a great everyday wine. 

WHITE WINES: THE ESSENTIALS
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As far as cheeses are concerned, a yellow wine from the Jura region is a great choice because it has accents of 

curry, walnut and spices.

These flavors will go very well with cheeses. 

For a blue cheese, like a Roquefort or a Bleu d’Auvergne, select a sweet wine like a Sauternes because it will 

balance out the strong flavors of the cheeses. The marriage between the cheese and the wine will be 

extraordinarily delicious.

SWEET WINES & YELLOW WINES
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When putting together a wine cellar, it is very important to select some nice red wines.

There are what we call the “wines of pleasure”, which we can drink right away, every day. 

The Beaujolais wines, the wines from the South of France regions, the Gramenon’s family biodynamic wines from 

the Rhône Valley or wines from the Loire region are perfect to accompany you every day.  

RED WINES: THE ESSENTIALS
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When selecting wines for aging, these that are going to age through time and tell their story the day they are 

opened, let’s think about wines like one from the Languedoc region, such as a Roc d’Anglade, made from 

several manufacture years and which can be kept for years in a wine cellar. 

Wines from the great Bourgogne region, the Côte de Nuit, like Chambertin wines, that combine the distinction of 

a great Pinot Noir and the character of a great French vintage wine.  

The Côte-Rôtie vineyard can be labeled as “heroic”.

These wines are amenable but yet so prestigious that you must age them for at least 5 to 10 years. 

They display some character and yet, they are very velvety and distinguished. 

Of course, let’s not forget about a bottle of great Bordeaux which, while young is quite powerful but with the 

patina of age, it acquires flavors reminiscent of exotic woods, truffles and even of a woodland. 

These wines should be kept for special occasions and taken out of the cellar for the right celebration. 

RED WINES FOR AGING
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Each occasion calls for a different type of wine. 

When you buy a bottle of wine, you need to think about the person with whom you are going to share it.

A wine can be delicious, but it will taste even better with the right person and on the right occasion. 

A WINE FOR EVERY OCCASION
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For the holiday season, Florent Martin recommends: 

- for the yule log: a sparkling sweet wine, like a sparkling Muscat. 

- for the foie gras: a dessert wine like a Sauterne or a Muscat, or a mature Chardonnay. 

- for a nice cut of meat: a nice and mature Bordeaux which will reveal some extraordinary flavors.  

WINES FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
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The wine glass is what showcases the wine. 

Selecting the right glass is giving yourself the means to show off your wine. 

For each type of wine, there is a type of glass. 

The flute is what showcases the champagne. 

The string of bubble will shoot upward and its verticality will enhance the niceness of its effervescence. 

A flared champagne flute will allow the bubbles to blend with the texture of the wine and will create a setting that 

will enhance its flavors when it is time to taste it. 

For a white wine, let’s select a slightly flared glass.

However, for a Riesling or a Sauvignon, let’s choose a narrower glass. 

You should opt for a wider glass for what we call a “closed” wine, because it needs to be aerated, whereas you 

should use a narrower glass for a wine that delivers its flavors right away. 

For a red wine, the glass selection depends on the level of tannins and on their structure.

For example, a Bourgogne wine has a very delicate texture, with subtle and powdery tannins, so there is no need 

to decant it.

However, it needs to be slightly aerated and you should serve it in a glass that is quite flared and quite round. 

On the contrary, a Cabernet-Sauvignon, for example, is more tannic: you can either decant it or serve it in a glass 

that is wider at the bottom and narrower on top. 

CHOOSING THE PROPER WINE GLASS
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